Houseguard Housesitters vs. Kennels

Why choose in-home pet care with Houseguard
rather than Kennels?
Bags packed

Boarding passes printed

Taxi pick up scheduled

Arrangements for your pet(s) — uh oh!
Making preparations for a pet’s care during your absence can be stressful and
overwhelming, not only for you, but for your pet(s) as well.

The debate ensues - which is better – an in-home pet sitter or a kennel?
The benefits to in-home pet care for you and your pet(s) are tremendous. Much of the
stress they feel while you are away is eliminated by remaining in their familiar
environment.
Plus we bring the added benefit of being great insurance against crime and the unexpected
happening in your home.

… ah the comforts of home …
Having Houseguard come to care for your pet is a great way for you to have the security of
knowing your pet remains the most comfortable in their own surroundings. It’s bad enough,
that from their point of view, their family has run off and disappeared without warning. But
at least they hasn’t lost their territory. Just having that security can make a big difference
in whether your pet stresses during your absence or whether they take it in stride. Being
placed in a boarding kennel, no matter how well run, is terrifying.

Pets placed in Kennels often experience:











Smaller spaces than they are accustomed to
Loud, continuous barking & noises from neighboring animals
Exposure to illness
An increase in stress due to the many changes
Constant commotion with numerous employees and upset pets
Limited time outside of the enclosure
Increased stress levels often result in a loss of appetite
Not enough one on one attention
Limited pick up and drop off times
Another stop to make on already busy times

Benefits to in-home pet care with Houseguard:












Pets are in the comfort of their own home so they are more relaxed.
Your sitter learns your pets’ unique needs and temperament.
Your pet’s routine will remain the same bringing less stress.
Playtime & favorite toys and chew treats are available
Special dietary needs or preferences remain the same
No extra stops to make at already busy times
Your home is also cared for and will meet your specified insurance requirements.
Your mail, newspapers, and packages will be taken care of
Your plants will be watered
Little or no stress (including you)
Last but not least, your pets will be much happier and healthier!

